Chapter 11.
Milsa Ruan scratched her head and smiled when she heard this.
“Well, you go back first.” Tanya An said.
“Then I’ll go first, bye.” Milsa Ruan waved her hand and said.
Tanya An looked at Milsa Ruan’s back and left here bounced.

Now that they have broken up, she should live her life well, and she will always be happy.
——
the other side
After Paul Yan sent Jennifer Lin back, he left beforehand.
In Jennifer Lin’s princess room, the decoration is very beautiful, and every place is filled with
a strong girl’s heart.

“Mom, you must find a way to let Tanya marry that old man.” Jennifer Lin said coldly.

“Don’t worry, my dear daughter, I must let Tanya An have nothing to do with the Lin family.”
Juliana He said harshly.
“What should I do then?” Jennifer Lin asked.
“This question requires your dad to come forward. As long as your dad asks Tanya An to
marry the old man, Tanya An can’t refuse.” Juliana He said solemnly.
“Go and tell Dad.” Jennifer Lin said anxiously.
“It seems that there is only this.” Juliana He’s eyes flashed fiercely.
Then he said a few words lying next to Jennifer Lin’s ear.

Jennifer Lin became happier as he listened, and finally the expression on his face became
vicious and vicious.

“Mom, I know, I’ll call her now.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Well, I’m going to find your father.” Juliana He said.
Jennifer Lin turned her head and looked at the window, with vicious glances in her eyes.
“Tanya this time, I will ruin you.” Jennifer Lin said viciously.
the next day
Tanya An came to the school early and did not see Milsa Ruan.
Jingle Bell
Seeing the caller ID of the mobile phone, Tanya immediately picked it up.
“Hey, Milsa, why haven’t you come to school yet?” Tanya An asked, pouting. “

“Sorry, Tanya, I have something to do at home today, so please help me and the teacher ask
for leave.” Milsa Ruan said.
“Oh, that’s all right.” Tanya An said.
“Momma, I will ask you to eat something delicious later.” Milsa Ruan said.
“Well, goodbye.” Tanya An said.
Tanya An hung up the phone and walked towards the school!
“Tanya.” Ling Tanya’s disgusting voice rang again.
Tanya An turned around and looked at Jennifer Lin impatiently, and Sheila and Lorene still
followed behind him.
“Is there anything?” Tanya asked in a deep voice.
“Tanya, we have all discussed it today. Tonight, Paul and I will have a treat and go to the
night party for a party. At that time, many students will pass by, after all, they will leave
school.” Jennifer Lin said softly.
“I’m not free.” Tanya refused directly.
“Tanya An, Jennifer kindly invites you to go, so don’t know what is good or bad.” Lorene said.

“Yeah, after all, you are simply an unfavored daughter at home. If you let you go, that would
be worthy of you.” Sheila said sarcastically.

Tanya An looked at them, clasping her hands tightly.
Jennifer Lin looked at Tanya An’s anger and anger, not to mention how proud she was.
What she wanted was such a result, which made them think that Tanya An was someone
who didn’t know what was good or bad.
“Sheila, Lorene, don’t say that.” Jennifer Lin said gently and generously.
“Jennifer.” Sheila shouted.
“Tanya An, you shouldn’t be scared anymore, don’t you see Jennifer.” Lorene said.
Tanya looked at them with big watery eyes and sneered.
Since we have to live a new life again, if this is not possible, this is not Tanya An’s character.
“Go, of course I will go.” Tanya An said with a smile.
Tanya An looked at them with a smile, her face was like a blooming white orchid, and a smile
was written on her face, overflowing with satisfaction and joy. The beautiful curvature of the
corners of her mouth, for anyone to see, would arouse the desire for protection.
Jennifer Lin hates seeing Tanya An like this, no matter what happens, she is always so
generous.
However, Jennifer Lin’s jealousy disappeared a little when she thought of what happened
tonight.
“In this case, the night is gone at seven o’clock in the evening.” Sheila said.
After hearing the location, Tanya An turned and headed for the classroom.
Tanya An sat in a chair and studied hard.
Without Milsa Ruan by her side, Tanya An felt a bit bored.
In the classroom, none of the classmates wanted to talk to her, but Tanya An knew the
reason.
Time flies quickly, and it’s time before you know it.
Tanya An looked at her watch and walked out of the classroom.

Tanya An stood by the road, reached out and stopped a taxi, got in the car and went out of
the night.
And Tanya An didn’t pay attention. There was a car following her behind the taxi, she didn’t
notice it.
When Tanya An reached the darkness, she saw Jennifer Lin standing there.
“Tanya, I’ll come to pick you up.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Thank you really,” Tanya An said calmly.
“Let’s go.” Jennifer Lin said with a smile.
The night is the most expensive place in Svalborne. If you want to come here for the last
time, you won’t be able to get in without five million.
All who come here are either rich or expensive, and ordinary people cannot come in even if
they save for a lifetime.
When the two entered the box, they saw Paul Yan, Sheila and Lorene sitting on the luxurious
sofa.
Moreover, there were other classmates nearby, Tanya An took a look, there should be more
than twenty people in total.
“I’m finally here, and I have to let Jennifer pick you up.” Lorene said.
“Lorene its okay.” Jennifer Lin said generously.
Tanya An sat directly on the sofa, opened a bottle of juice and took a sip.
“Senior Yan, I wish you and sister Jennifer a lover will eventually get married.” Sheila said
with a smile.
“Yeah, you are a good match together.
“Why don’t you have a cup of coffee together.” A boy said.
“Wow, drink one, drink one.
Everyone started booing, but Tanya An sat there.
Although Tanya An said that he would forget, it also takes time.
Jennifer Lin walked up to Paul Yan shyly.

“Drink one.” Paul Yan said spoilingly.
“I’m sorry Paul, I am pregnant now and cannot drink alcohol.” Jennifer Lin said shyly.
“Wh…what, is what you said is true?” Paul Yan asked excitedly.
“Yeah.” Jennifer Lin nodded.
Paul Yan looked at Jennifer Lin, picked Jennifer Lin up happily, and walked around the place
a few times.
“Paul Yan, today is a double happiness.” Sheila said.
“Yes.” Lorene said.
Everyone looked at Jennifer Lin enviously, not only had a good family background, but also
had a handsome and golden boyfriend.
“Classmates, you all have fun today, I will buy all the orders.” Paul Yan said with a smile.
When everyone heard this, they all began to cheer, singing and dancing.
Tanya An sat there, drinking juice stiffly.
When she heard that Jennifer Lin was pregnant, Tanya almost couldn’t help but want to
leave.
But she can’t. If she leaves, it means she still likes her. In this case, she really doesn’t know
how to appear in school in the future.

Chapter 12.
“Everyone in the box didn’t know how much alcohol they drank, and many students were
already drunk.
And Paul Yan is also very happy today, almost drinking.
Jennifer Lin looked at them and walked to Tanya An’s side.
“Tanya, don’t you want to bless me?” Jennifer Lin said.
“Blessings, what blessings are there?” Tanya An said.
With that said, I picked up the juice on the table to drink, but there was no more.
“Yes.” Jennifer Lin said calmly.

Tanya An hesitated looking at the juice in Jennifer Lin’s hand.
“You think I will harm you. I have already got everything I should get. What else is worth
getting for you.” Jennifer Lin said calmly.
Tanya An looked at Jennifer Lin, and finally accepted Jennifer Lin’s kindness.
“With a light sip, he put the quilt down.
When Jennifer Lin saw Tanya drink it, the expression on his face was successful and vicious,
and it was all expressed at this moment.
After a while, Tanya An felt dizzy and her body was very hot.
Thinking of something, he turned his head and looked at the forest.
But Jennifer Lin now has a vicious face, looking at herself, now she feels that she has been
tricked.
“Jennifer Lin turned to look at the drunk classmate, then turned to look at Tanya An.
“Tanya, today I will ruin you, and I will give you to your fiance in a while.” Jennifer Lin said
coldly.
Tanya An realized something, stood up and wanted to run out.
However, he was stopped by the bodyguard outside the door.
“Lin…Jennifer Lin, what are you going to do?” Tanya said uncomfortably.
“Send her to room 502, don’t let Boss Huang wait for a long time. Jennifer Lin said viciously.”
“Yes.” The bodyguard said respectfully.
“Jennifer Lin, why did you do this? I hate you, I hate you.” Tanya said weakly.
Jennifer Lin watched the bodyguard take away Tanya’s back, and the smile on her face
reached the bottom of her eyes.
“From now on, no one will rob Lin Group and Paul with me anymore.” Jennifer Lin said
coldly.
Jennifer Lin turned to look at the classmate lying on the sofa. In order to prevent the
classmate from doubting herself, Jennifer Lin lay in Paul Yan’s arms and fell asleep
unconsciously.
“Let go of me, let me go.” Tanya An struggled desperately.

Dong dong dong
After the door was opened, I saw a man in a bathrobe with a plump body and a wretched
smile, and his mouth full of big yellow teeth, which looked very disgusting.
The bodyguard threw Tanya An into the room and left.
“Tanya An looked scared. This is the fiancé her father found for her.
“Little baby, let me take care of you today.” Boss Huang said wretchedly.
Tanya is hot now, but she tries to make herself sober.
“You…you…you don’t come over, otherwise my father won’t let you go.” Tanya An gritted his
teeth and said.
“Don’t be naive, little baby, your father sold you to me.” Boss Huang said with a smile.
Tanya looked at Boss Huang in shock, eyes full of disappointment.
It turns out that my father and father really sold her.
Tanya’s tears of pain and disappointment flowed out, which looked very distressing.
But this fall into the eyes of boss Huang, and it makes boss Huang even more excited.
When Boss Huang touched Tanya’s arm, Tanya instantly became a little awake and slapped
Boss Huang in the face.
Snapped
“Damn, you stinky girl dare to hit me. If I don’t kill you today, I won’t be done.” Boss Huang
said coldly.
Reached out and pulled Tanya An’s hair, and threw it on the wide bed.
“Ah.” Tanya An called out in fear.
Tanya didn’t know where his strength came from, so he kicked Boss Huang’s second child
directly.
“Ahhhh. Boss Huang clutched his second child and called out in pain.”
“Tanya looked left and right and found an empty red wine bottle on the table. He broke the
bottle and held the other half.
“The heat of the body has already tortured Tanya An.

Boss Huang looked at Tanya and stood up abruptly.
“Damn, you bitch.” Boss Huang scolded.
“Don’t come here.” Tanya An said.
Boss Huang’s plump body struggled with Tanya, half of the bottle in Tanya’s hand was
slashed on his arm.
Tanya felt more than half of the pain instantly awake, and at this moment, the bottle was
snatched by boss Huang.
Pop pop
Boss Huang directly slapped Tanya An three times.
“I won’t play you to death today, I Huang Zi wrote backwards.” Boss Huang said trivially.
“Ah, let me go, let me go.” Tanya An shouted.
Tanya An lowered his head and bit Boss Huang’s hand, and kicked Boss Huang’s second
child.
Tanya An looked at Boss Huang who was lying on the ground, immediately opened the door
and ran out.
Tanya stumbled and ran, and now she wanted to leave this place.
Boss Huang watched Tanya An leave, clutching her second child and chased after him.
Because it is late now, many people are playing in the box, not many people outside.
In a box 888, it was quiet inside.
“Alton, why don’t you speak.” Gary Mo said.
I saw Alton Ye sitting lazily on the sofa.
There are two handsome men nearby, drinking red wine.
There is a man sitting on the right of Alton Ye
His complexion is fair, his facial features are handsome, and he is handsome with a touch of
gentleness! The temperament that he exudes is so complicated, like a mixture of various
temperaments, but in those gentle and handsome, he has his own uniqueness. The ethereal
and handsome!

Sitting on the left was a wicked smiling face, and even two thick eyebrows also rippled softly,
seeming to be smiling all the time, like a crooked moon in the night sky. The fair skin sets off
the pale pink lips, the handsome and prominent facial features, the perfect face shape, and
the pure white dress, it is even more magnificent. 160; Staring and not letting go.
The one on the right is Ivan Han, and the one on the left is Saul Nan.
They are all good brothers of Alton Ye who were born and died, and they are also unique
characters in Longcheng, and their identities are also very mysterious.
It is a man that many people dare not provoke.
“Ivan, Saul, you guys are talking too.” Gary Mo said with a curled lips.
“Be quiet.” Alton Ye said coldly.
Gary Mo pouted his lips, sitting there drinking red wine.
“Oh, is there anything fun?” Ivan Han said.
“Yeah, speak out and listen.” Saul Nan said with a smile.
“I know I know, I tell you, I promise you will be very, very shocked after listening.” Gary Mo
said.
“Really, let’s listen.” Ivan Han said.
“I told you that I…
Snapped
Before Gary Mo finished speaking, he saw Alton Ye’s terrifying eyes.
Gary Mo suddenly turned his head, drank the red wine, and twisted his head constantly.

Chapter 13.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan looked at Gary Mo, smiled at each other and did not speak, but
turned to look at Alton Ye.
“Lord, how is your injury?” Ivan Han asked concerned.
“Much better.” Alton Ye said in a deep voice.
“Don’t worry, the Black Hawk Gang has been taken care of by us. If you dare to provoke us,
then you don’t want to live.” Saul Nan said harshly.

Alton Ye looked at them, not knowing why, so he was particularly flustered.
“I’m going out to get some air.” Alton Ye said.
With that, stood up and walked outside.
“What’s wrong with Alton, doesn’t it look right?” Ivan Han said meaningfully.
“Yes, it was not like this before.” Saul Nan said.
“Hey, you guys don’t know this, Alton is thinking about spring.” Gary Mo said.
puff
The sip of red wine Saul Nan had just drunk sprayed directly on Gary Mo’s face.
“Hahaha.” Ivan Han laughed.
“Saul Nan.” Gary Mo gritted his teeth and said.
“Sorry.” Saul Nan said.
“Hmph, I won’t tell you anymore, I want to know if I ask.” Gary Mo complained.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan looked at them and said one after another, who wants to find you.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan stood up and walked towards Alton Ye.
The box where the Alton Ye people are located is the highest position.
Alton Ye stood there, looking forward motionlessly.
Just as a few people looked in front of them, they saw a fat old man chasing an injured girl.
The little girl came to such a place, it was like a sheep. “Gary Mo said.
“When have you been so kind?” Ivan Han said calmly.
“Yes, are there few people who died under your scalpel?” Saul Nan said in a deep voice.
“What do you mean,” Ivan Han said.
Alton Ye has not spoken, his eyes have been fixed on the back.
Jingle Bell
“Hello.” Alton Ye said coldly.

“Master, we have been following Ms. An and found that Ms. An has entered the night, and
has not come out yet.” Ye Qing said.
Hearing this, Alton Ye exuded a breath that made people afraid to approach.
When Ivan Han and Saul Nan saw it, they thought that something major had happened, and
put away the unrestrained behavior.
“What did you say?” Alton Ye asked coldly. “
“Miss Tanya went into the night.” Ye Qing said tremblingly. “
When Alton Ye heard this, a bad premonition climbed into his heart.
“Stop, you bitch, watch me catch you to make you look good.” Boss Huang cursed loudly.
Tanya An kept running, she wanted to escape from this place.
The body is getting weaker and weaker, the strength of the medicine in the body is getting
bigger and bigger, and the whole body is hot!
Tanya saw the exit of the night and ran up the stairs with wounds all over her body.
Boss Huang saw the bodyguard not far away, and immediately shouted: “Catch me this
bitch.”
Tanya looked at the person in front of her, her feet slipped, and she instantly fell down the
stairs.
The weak body rolled down the stairs until it rolled to the bottom.
Tanya really has no strength now, looking up at the expensive crystal lamp.
For the first time, my heart was filled with hatred.
When Alton Ye upstairs saw that the familiar face, the familiar appearance, the phone
dropped to the ground.
Raising his hand, he smashed the metal handrail severely, and then ran down.
“What’s wrong with Alton?” Ivan Han said coldly.
“I don’t know, something must have happened over there.” Saul Nan said solemnly.
“My god, no, how could it be such a coincidence.” Gary Mo said to himself.
“What’s wrong? What do you mean?” Ivan Han asked.

“Go crazy, go crazy, do you know who that girl is?” He pointed to Tanya, who was walking
down the hall.
“Isn’t it just a woman who sold her body for money?” Saul Nan said sarcastically.
“Oh, no, that’s the girl Alton Ye vowed to protect.” Gary Mo said crumbled.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan looked at Gary Mo in shock at the same time.
“You…what did you say?” Ivan Han asked.
“Swear.” Saul Nan said.
“I won’t tell you anymore, I have to go down and see, otherwise I don’t know if Alton will go
crazy.” He ran towards the hall.
“Let’s take a look too.” Ivan Han said coldly.
“Yeah.” Saul Nan nodded.
Tanya An lay motionless there, she wanted to leave this world, she wanted to leave this
place.
Boss Huang panting ran up to Tanya and gave him a hard kick.
“Damn, damn it running.” He immediately pulled Tanya up.
Just when Boss Huang wanted to leave, a voice full of killing and anger suddenly sounded
behind him, which made people shudder.
“Let her go to me.” Alton Ye said violently.
Boss Huang heard this sound and couldn’t help throwing Tanya directly on the ground.
Alton Ye ran up immediately to catch Tanya An’s body.
When I saw Tanya An’s body, distress and anger spontaneously emerged.
“Tanya, I’m sorry Tanya, I am late.” Alton Ye said reproachfully.
When Gary Mo and Ivan Han arrived below, they saw Alton Ye holding Tanya cautiously.
Both looked at Alton Ye in shock, and couldn’t believe what happened before him.
When Tanya An saw the familiar mask, she smiled weakly, and then she didn’t know
anything.
“Tanya, Tanya.” Alton Ye shouted distressedly.

“Then… that, Alton, you can let me see my sister-in-law first.” Gary Mo said carefully.
Alton Ye hugged Tanya cautiously and walked to Gary Mo.
“Set her up, and I’ll take her back to Yuwan in a while.” Alton Ye said.
“Good.” Gary Mo said.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan looked at Alton Ye with complicated eyes.
Gary Mo settled Tanya An in their exclusive box and came to Alton Ye’s side.
Alton Ye said that he would take Tanya An back to Yuwan, but his medicine kit happened to
be in Yuwan, so he could only check it carefully after returning home for a while.
Alton Ye looked at Boss Huang with a murderous look. At this time, Alton Ye was like Shura
from hell.
Boss Huang had never seen a man with such a strong aura before sitting directly on the
ground.
Alton Ye took out a gun from behind and played with it slowly.
“No…no,” Boss Huang said tremblingly.
“No, I dare to hurt my Tanya, really damn it.” Alton Ye said ruthlessly.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan on the side were shocked when they heard it, while Gary Mo’s
expression was calm.
Boss Huang looked at the gun in Alton Ye’s hand, lying on the ground not daring to move, or
else his life would be lost here.

Chapter 14.
Alton Ye pulled the trigger slowly, although he couldn’t see the expression on Alton Ye’s face.
But the murderous aura radiating from his body is enough to let you know how angry he is
now.
Alton Ye shot Boss Huang directly in the foot.
“Ah.” Boss Huang screamed like a pig, resounding throughout the hall.
The gunshot immediately led out the people in the night.

They all stood on the stairs looking at the people below.
When I looked at Boss Huang on the ground, I thought Alton Ye and the others were in
harmony with society.
At this time, in the box where Jennifer Lin was, he was awakened by the twittering voice.
After Jennifer Lin signaled, he felt very good thinking that Tanya would be ruined.
“What’s the voice outside Jennifer? Sheila asked.
“Yes, why don’t we go take a look?” Lorene said.
Paul Yan also woke up at this time and looked at Jennifer Lin with a gentle smile.
“Let’s go out and have a look, and by the way, I will take you home.” Paul Yan said
indulgingly.
“Yeah.” Jennifer Lin nodded.
After everyone left, they saw the entire night hall full of people.
“What’s wrong? Is there a policeman?” Sheila said curiously.
“It should be.” Lorene said.
Jennifer Lin heard this and thought it was Tanya An who had been discovered, so she
couldn’t help but want to go down and see what Tanya An looks like now!
“Let’s go down and take a look and see who it is?” Jennifer Lin asked.
Paul Yan looked at Jennifer Lin, shook his head helplessly, and then agreed.
And Sheila and Lorene also followed Jennifer Lin, and they were also very curious about
what happened and called the police.
When Jennifer Lin went down, they saw Alton Ye beat Boss Huang so terribly.
But Jennifer Lin felt tight, watching Boss Huang being beaten like this, but did not see Tanya
An.
“Wow, Sheila, look, those guys are so handsome, I’m almost obsessed with it.” Lorene said
idiotically.
“I saw it too.” Sheila said with red eyes.
“Why is that person still wearing a mask?” a male student asked.

“It must be ugly!” Sheila said curiously.
“Okay, Jennifer, there is nothing good about this, but it’s just for the underworld. Let’s go
home.” Paul Yan said.
Although Jennifer Lin wanted to see Tanya An’s appearance, Paul Yan spoke out and she
couldn’t refuse.
“Well, Lorene Sheila, Paul and I have gone back. We invite you to dinner when we have
time,” Jennifer Lin said.
“In this case, we are also going back.” Sheila said.
Later, Paul Yan left here with a few people.
When Paul Yan left, he turned his head and glanced at Alton Ye’s side, and it happened that
Alton Ye’s masked face also saw Paul Yan.
Paul Yan hadn’t forgotten the killing in Alton Ye’s eyes and the ironic smile that evoked from
the corner of his mouth.
Alton Ye looked down at Boss Huang who was lying on the ground, his eyes sharp.
Turning his head to look at Gary Mo, he said, “This is your place. You’d better deal with it
yourself, otherwise I will tear down your night.”
“Don’t worry, no problem.” Gary Mo said, patting his chest.
Gary Mo knew that Alton Ye did what he said.
Everyone looked there, watching Alton Ye and the others leave, they all left, and the boss
Huang on the ground was taken away by James Yi.
You don’t need to think about this good show, it will definitely make the headlines of
Svalborne tomorrow!
Alton Ye came to his box, hugged Tanya An cautiously, reached out and touched Tanya An’s
cheek lovingly, with pity in his eyes.
“I’ll take you home.” Alton Ye said in a deep voice.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan didn’t speak at all, they just followed Alton Ye silently.
After Alton Ye arrived at Yuwan Villa, Gary Mo immediately took the medicine box to Tanya
An for inspection.
“Damn, who is so cruel, even drugging my sister-in-law.” Gary Mo said coldly.

“Antidote.” Alton Ye said coldly.
Gary Mo looked at Alton Ye so worried, turned around and took out a small bottle from the
medicine box.
Then he took out the injection and helped Tanya inject it.
“Thanks to the medicine I personally researched with me, otherwise it would cause harm to
my sister-in-law.” Gary said in a deep voice.
Then, Ma Zhang walked in with Tanya An’s pajamas.
If it were normal, Alton Ye would not let them into the bedroom, but Tanya An was here.
“Young Master Ye, I’ll wash Miss Tanya.” Madam Zhang said respectfully.
“Well, be careful.” Alton Ye said in a deep voice.
“Yes.” Madam Zhang said respectfully.
Alton Ye watched, and then went downstairs to the living room.
Alton Ye lit a cigarette. Alton Ye didn’t smoke normally, and he was not addicted to
cigarettes.
“Alton, Saul and I have been walking for only half a month, what is going on?” Ivan Han
asked seriously.
“Yes, quickly talk about it.” Saul Nan said.
Gary Mo sat there looking at them. Although he knew a little bit, he didn’t dare to say it.
“Didn’t you all see it?” Alton Ye asked not to answer.
When Ivan Han and Saul Nan heard this, their expressions became serious in an instant.
“Are you serious?” Ivan Han asked.
“Your identity is there.” Saul Nan asked in a deep voice.
“Yatchen Saul, my sister-in-law saved the life of Alton.” Gary Mo said suddenly.
“What?” Ivan Han asked.
“Before Alton was attacked and injured, it was my sister-in-law who rescued Alton.” Gary
said in a deep voice.

“What if the enemy did this deliberately, and then put this woman beside Alton?” Saul Nan
said seriously.
As Saul Nan who knows Alton Ye, he is doing this for Alton Ye’s good.
He didn’t want to make the same mistake a second time.
“You guys think too much.” Gary Mo said.
“It seems that you recognize her very much.” Ivan Han said lazily.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan discussed with Gary Mo.
“She will be my wife, the head mother of the Ye Family.” Alton Ye said suddenly.
When Ivan Han and Saul Nan heard it, they looked at Alton Ye in shock. Compared to them,
Gary Mo was very calm.
These days he observed that such a thing will happen sooner or later.
“Lord, have you figured it out clearly?” Ivan Han asked seriously.
Alton Ye put down the cigarette in his hand and turned to look at Ivan Han.
“Yes.” Alton Ye said firmly.
“Well, since you have said so, what else can we say.” Saul Nan said with a light smile.
“Alton, you belong to an old cow who eats tender grass. My sister-in-law is only seventeen
this year.” Gary Mo teased.
When Alton Ye heard Gary Mo’s words, his face was pale, his age, this was the first time he
cared about age so much.
“So what.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Don’t you be afraid that people are unwilling.” Ivan Han said with a chuckle.
Alton Ye smiled faintly when he heard what they said.

Chapter 15.
Alton Ye smiled faintly when he heard what they said.
“Her name is already on my account.” Alton Ye said suddenly.
“Damn, you are kidnapping children.” Saul Nan pretended to be surprised.

“Hahaha.” Gary Mo laughed.
At this moment, Ye Qing hurried in.
“Master, Shao Han, Gary, Shao Nan.” Ye Qing shouted respectfully.
“Well, did you find out who did it?” Alton Ye asked coldly.
“It has been found, it is Miss Tanyan’s sister.” Ye Qing said in a short story.
“I’ll wipe it, this sister is too vicious,” Gary Mo said.
“What deep hatred is there to treat my sister like this.” Ivan Han said in a deep voice.
“I see, this matter needs to be decided by Tanya.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Yes.” Ye Qing said respectfully.
Alton Ye looked up at Ye Qing, his face under the mask was extremely cold.
“I didn’t protect Miss Tanya well today, and I will pick up the punishment myself.” Alton Ye
said coldly.
“Yes.” Ye Qing said.
Alton Ye and several people were sitting in the living room chatting, Ivan Han suddenly
thought of something and turned to look at Alton Ye.
“Do you know the old house?” Ivan Han asked seriously.
Hearing this, Alton Ye’s eyes had a bone-cutting chill, like a ten thousand year iceberg.
“They don’t need to know.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Even if you don’t know it now, you may know it in the future. What should you do then?”
Saul Nan asked seriously.
“Oh, I think the two of you are too unreasonable to worry about the world, we don’t talk about
it, how could the old house know it.” Gary Mo said.
“If they dare to move her, I won’t care about the little remaining affection.” Alton Ye said with
a murderous intent.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan looked at them and knew that he did what he said.
Just as several people were discussing, Zhang’s mother ran down the stairs in a panic.

“Master, go and take a look, Miss Tanya doesn’t know what’s going on, she is struggling hard
on the bed.” Madam Zhang said worriedly.
Hearing this, Alton Ye immediately ran upstairs.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan took a look, then followed upstairs.
“You all go, you are all bad guys, you all will bully me.” Tanya shouted loudly.
Alton Ye ran into the bedroom and saw Tanya An curled up in the corner, thinking of a
wounded little beast, looking distressed.
“You go out.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Yes.” The servant said respectfully.
When the servant saw Ivan Han and others, he bent over and left.
“You are all bad guys.” Tanya An said.
Alton Ye looked at Tanya An and walked towards Tanya An.
Just as Tanya An wanted to escape, Alton Ye started to hug Tanya An with quick eyes and
quick hands.
“Ah, let go of me, you big bad guy, let go.” Tanya An shouted sharply.
“Tanya is me, don’t be afraid.” Alton Ye said softly.
As soon as this sentence came out, Ivan Han, standing at the door, almost fell to the ground.
Who will tell them that the person who wants to say a word, every sentence with coldness,
has become so gentle now.
Tanya An looked at Alton Ye, not knowing why, the fear in her heart suddenly disappeared,
more of aggrieved, she couldn’t help crying when she looked at the mask on Alton Ye’s face.
“Wow, why did you treat me like this? What did I do wrong? I hate you, mom, why do you
leave Tanya alone? I hate you.” Tanya cried heartbreakingly.
Looking at Tanya An’s appearance, Alton Ye felt very distressed.
And the few people standing at the door, looking at Tanya An’s appearance, don’t know why,
they are also a little uncomfortable looking at it!
“Hey, don’t cry, I will help you get it back.” Alton Ye said with a little murderous intent.
Tanya An kept crying, and fell asleep in Alton Ye’s arms when tired of crying.

Alton Ye carefully helped Tanya An cover the quilt, and stretched out his hand to gently roll
the hair around his ears behind his ears.
“You go back first.” Alton Ye said in a deep voice.
Ivan Han and Saul Nan glanced, then nodded.
“Then let’s go first. Sister-in-law, call me if she has anything to do.” Gary Mo said.
Several people said goodbye and left the Yuwan Villa.
“It seems that Alton is serious this time.” Ivan Han said.
“Is that right? Call Ye Qing and the others to protect the sister-in-law.” Gary Mo said.
“As long as you can forget that person.” Saul Nan said meaningfully.
As soon as Saul’s voice fell, Gary Mo and Ivan Han’s eyes were instantly filled with
bone-cutting chill.
“What are you talking about that bitch woman?” Ivan Han cursed directly.
“She doesn’t deserve to be by Alton’s side at all.” Gary Mo said coldly.
“Hey, did I just say it casually.” Saul Nan said with a curled lips.
“Don’t advance in front of Alton in the future, just as she is dead.” Ivan Han said coldly.
“Yeah.” Gary Mo and Saul Nan nodded. “
“Hey.” Saul Nan sighed suddenly.
“What are you doing?” Gary Mo asked.
“No.” Saul Nan said.
“What is that?” Ivan Han asked.
“Ahem, do you see the elder’s wife and call his sister-in-law in the future? I feel awkward no
matter what, our age is much older than the elder’s wife.” Saul Nan said entangledly.
When Ivan Han heard this, the corners of his mouth twitched fiercely.
Indeed, it was a bit awkward to call a girl’s sister-in-law who was many years older than him.
“Then what can be done, since Alton has confirmed it, we must treat her like Alton.” Gary Mo
said.

“Well, by the way, I didn’t drive over, Gary Mo, you send me back.” Ivan Han said naturally.
“Oh, I didn’t drive either.” Saul Nan said.
With that said, before Gary Mo refused, he got into the car directly.
“Hey, take a taxi yourself.” Gary Mo said.
But the two of them just sat there with their eyes closed and rested.
Gary Mo looked at the two people, muttered a few complaints, and finally drove reluctantly.
the other side
When Jennifer Lin learned that Tanya An had been taken away, she went crazy and
smashed everything in the room.
Juliana He came in and saw messy things everywhere.
“Lanlan don’t fall, you are still pregnant, be careful of your fetal gas.” Juliana He soothed.
When Jennifer Lin heard this, she calmed down immediately and reached out to touch her
belly.
“Mom, that bitch Tanya An was rescued.” Jennifer Lin said unwillingly.
“Don’t worry, mom knows it. Juliana He said.”
“Mom, what should I do next, Tanya An will not get rid of it all day, and my heart is panicked,
for fear that Paul will leave me one day.” Jennifer Lin said.
Jennifer Lin loves Paul Yan very much, not because of Tanya An’s boyfriend she snatched it,
she really likes Paul Yan.

Chapter 16.
Jennifer Lin loves Paul Yan very much, not because of Tanya An’s boyfriend she snatched it,
she really likes Paul Yan.
“What are you afraid of? Don’t forget. You still have a child in your stomach. You will be the
mistress of the Yan family in the future.” Juliana He said confidently.

“Yes, I still have children.” Jennifer Lin said with a smile.

“I have already discussed with your father and Yan family, the engagement will be next
month.” Juliana He said with a smile.
“Really mother?” Jennifer Lin said happily.
“Well, there is less than a week left.” Juliana He said.
Jennifer Lin looked down at her belly, knowing that the child in her belly would be able to
make her mother more expensive in the future.

“By the way, mom, how is the company now? And who is the person who rescued Tanya
An? Where is Tanya An now?” Jennifer Lin asked anxiously.
Jennifer Lin couldn’t help but get scared when he thought of boss Huang’s terrible look.
Don’t worry, the company is okay now, although it doesn’t have Boss Huang’s funding, it still
operates. “Juliana He said.
“That’s fine.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Hmph, as for Tanya, this bitch, even if he is rescued, he will lose his life.” Juliana He said
coldly.
Jennifer Lin immediately thought of something, with a smug and vicious smile on her face.

Juliana He hated the two Tanya An mother and daughter very much.

Had it not been for Conner Lin’s mother to strongly oppose her being with Conner Lin, then
the mother and daughter would not have to live a life of sly.
Fortunately, when Conner Lin’s mother passed away, Juliana He used despicable means to
bring Conner Lin
Jennifer entered Lin’s house.
No one knows how she entered the Lin family, and what happened to Conner Lin’s first wife.
And all this, even Tanya didn’t know.

“Mom, go and rest first, I want to call Paul.” Jennifer Lin said coquettishly.
“You.” Juliana He said spoilingly.
After Juliana He left, she took out her mobile phone and called Paul Yan.
“Hey, Paul.” Jennifer Lin said with a smile.
“Jennifer, what’s the matter?” Paul Yan asked tiredly.
“Are we really about to get engaged? I feel a bit unreal.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Fool, don’t think too much.” Paul Yan said.
“Yeah.” Jennifer Lin nodded.
“Well, I have something to do here. You should rest early. Now there is a little guy in your
stomach.” Paul Yan said softly.
“Okay, you also have to rest early.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Yeah.” Paul Yan nodded.
Paul Yan hung up the phone and pinched his eyebrows tiredly.
Dong dong dong
“Come in.” Paul Yan said coldly.
“Master.” a long handsome but dark man called.
“How is it? Did you find it?” Paul Yan said.
“This…” When the assistant heard this, he looked at Paul Yan hesitantly. “
“Yan Lei.” Paul Yan shouted coldly.
“It’s the young master, I sent someone to check the person you told me. I didn’t find
anything, and…”
“And what?” Paul Yan said coldly.
“Moreover, all of our people were injured, either arms or legs.” Yan Lei said cautiously.
Paul Yan frowned when he heard this.

When Paul Yan saw Alton Ye in the darkness, he went to check him uncontrollably to see
what his identity was.
“I see, you go out first. Paul Yan said tiredly.
“Yes.” Yan Lei said respectfully.
Paul Yan stood up and walked to the window, looking down at the night outside.
Suddenly, his hands covered the stomach, and he subconsciously reached into his pocket,
but found that there was no medicine.

In the past, Tanya An would always put stomach medicine in his pocket, and he could get it
as soon as he took it.

“Paul Yan, what are you thinking? The person you like is Jennifer.” Paul Yan said to himself.
Paul Yan opened the drawer, took out the stomach medicine, and swallowed it directly.
Paul Yan was confused now, turned and left the study, and walked towards the bathroom.
the next day
The warm sunlight spilled into the huge bedroom, and Father Sun came out early.
A ray of sunlight shone on the two people on the soft big bed.
Alton Ye looked down at Tanya An dozingly. Last night, Tanya An had been pulling Alton Ye’s
hand.
Alton Ye couldn’t leave, so he had to lie here to rest.
Looking at Tanya An’s sleeping face, Alton Ye smiled softly.
Tanya An’s mouth opened slightly, her hands resting under her cheeks, she looked very
cute.
Tanya woke up slowly, and Alton Ye looked at Tanya with one hand supported.
He wanted to see how Tanya An would react when he saw him.
When Tanya An opened her eyes loosely, she vaguely saw a person in front of her.
Unexpectedly, he fell asleep again, Alton Ye’s mouth twitched slightly.

I think Tanya An is too bold to fall asleep like this.
When Alton Ye was thinking about a problem, Tanya An suddenly opened his eyes.
The two of them were facing each other, Tanya An looked at the man in front of him.
“Ah, rascal.” Tanya An called sharply.
And stretched out and called, taking advantage of Alton Ye not paying attention, directly
kicked Alton Ye down.
Alton Ye fell out of bed and stood up slowly.
If it were someone else, that person must have died miserably, but he was facing Tanya.
Tanya An looked at Alton Ye, stretched out her hand to cover herself with the quilt, and
looked at Alton Ye vigilantly.
Although both of them have rescued each other, they both feel uncomfortable lying in bed
like this.
A faint smile appeared at the corner of Alton Ye’s mouth.
“Are you treating your savior like this?” Alton Ye asked in a deep voice.
Tanya An tilted her head and looked at Alton Ye when she heard Alton Ye’s words.
Recalling what happened last night, the last thing I saw was Alton Ye.
“Just… even if you save me, you can’t… can’t do this.” Tanya An said more and more
quietly.
Alton Ye looked at Tanya An, walked to the bed, bent over, looked at Tanya An.
“Actually, I don’t want it either. If it weren’t for a certain woman last night who pulled me by
the hand to prevent me from leaving, I don’t think so.” Alton Ye joked.
Tanya An looked at Alton Ye with her eyes wide open, but she didn’t expect it to be herself.
Tanya An now thinks that she has a chance to hit her head to death.
“Do you know who killed you?” Alton Ye asked.
Tanya An smiled sarcastically when he heard this.
Even if Jennifer Lin didn’t like herself very much, she didn’t need to use this method.

When Tanya An thought of what happened last night, she hated Jennifer Lin and the others
in her heart.
“I know, of course I know, it’s my half-sister.” Tanya An said.
Alton Ye knew who did it. He just wanted to see what Tanya An wanted to do.
In this world, money can completely change a person, it can make your pure heart become
dark, clean hands do not know how much dirty things are stained.
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In this world, money can completely change a person, it can make your pure heart become
dark, clean hands do not know how much dirty things are stained.
Alton Ye looked at the emotion in Tanya An’s eyes, and a thought came out in his heart.
“Then do you want revenge? Alton Ye asked in a deep voice.”
“I have given her revenge many times, but she has never stopped her hands on me. Tanya
An said coldly.”
Tanya An has a very good personality. If you don’t provoke her, she won’t provoke you
actively.
“Then you mean you want revenge. Alton Ye said.”
“I will keep this in my heart. If she has moths again in the future, I won’t keep her forever.
Tanya An said in a deep voice.”
Alton Ye looked at Tanya An and suddenly moved his face close to Tanya An.
Tanya An was taken aback and wanted to leave.
“You… what are you doing? Tanya asked nervously.”
“You haven’t answered me yet, how do you repay me? Alton Ye asked with a smile.”
Tanya bit her lip when she heard this, as if it were difficult.
Suddenly I thought of something and said: “Otherwise I will treat you to something delicious.”
Alton Ye heard several black lines across his forehead.
“I have no shortage of food. Alton Ye said.”

Hearing this, Tanya An realized that Alton Ye lived in such a high-end place, and he certainly
did not lack money.
“I don’t know this. Tanya An said, biting her finger.”
“I know, would you like to listen? Alton Ye said with a smile.”
Tanya An nodded when she heard it.
“Okay, okay. Tanya An said with a smile.”
“How about marrying me? Alton Ye said with a smile.”
When Tanya An heard Alton Ye’s words, her smiled face just now collapsed.
Looking at Alton Ye solemnly, he said: “Uncle, you are a child abducted like this, am I still an
adult?”
Alton Ye turned black when he heard Tanya An’s serious words, but Tanya An couldn’t see it.
“Do you dislike me for being old? Alton Ye asked seriously.”
Seeing Alton Ye’s tone was wrong, Tanya An immediately laughed.
“Then…that me…I’m hungry. Tanya An said.”
After speaking, my stomach rang quite cooperatively.
“Go downstairs to eat. Alton Ye turned around and left after saying this.”
Tanya An immediately opened the quilt, dressed and washed.
After Tanya An went down, he saw Alton Ye sitting there elegantly eating breakfast.
This is the two times Tanya An has eaten here and was rescued by him twice.
“Miss Tanya, please have a meal. Zhang’s mother said with a smile.”
“Thank you Auntie. Tanya An shouted sweetly.”
“You’re welcome. Mother Zhang said kindly.”
Mother Zhang looked at Tanya, she liked Tanya very much, and felt Tanya was like her own
daughter.
“Go on. Alton Ye said suddenly.”
“Yes. Madam Zhang said respectfully.”

Tanya looked at the breakfast in front of him and couldn’t help gulping.
“I don’t want to eat. Alton Ye asked.”
“Of course not. Tanya An said immediately.”
With that said, he immediately took the buns on the table and ate, and she couldn’t help but
shook her head as she watched Tanya gobble it up.
Tanya’s mouth was bulging, his face was small, and with two big watery eyes, it looked like a
little hamster.
Suddenly, Tanya An raised her head and looked at Alton Ye.
“Uncle, why do you wear a mask all day long, isn’t it troublesome? Tanya An asked vaguely.”
Hearing this, Alton Ye paused with his coffee hand.
“Why, do you want me to take off the mask? Alton Ye asked with a smile.”
Tanya An laughed when she heard her, her eyes crooked like a crescent with two small tiger
teeth exposed.
“Then take it off. Tanya An said with a smile.”
Alton Ye leaned slightly to look at Tanya An when he heard the coffee put down in his hand.
“When you are willing to marry me one day, I will let you pick it off yourself. Alton Ye said.”
Hearing this, Tanya pouted and looked at Alton Ye.
Alton Ye looked at Tanya An’s appearance and wanted to k*ss him. In fact, Alton Ye did the
same.
Well, Tanya An looked at Alton Ye in shock.
Alton Ye was very happy to eat breakfast.
“You…you…you even…you k*ssed me. Tanya An blushed and said.”
“Yes. Alton Ye said.”
“You…huh, I’m going to school if I don’t eat. Tanya An said.”
Looking at Tanya An’s back, Alton Ye did not stop him, but called Ye Bing.
“Master. Ye Bing shouted respectfully.”

“Follow her, protect her in secret, and report to me no matter what it is. Alton Ye said coldly.”
“Yes. Ye Bing said respectfully.”
After Ye Bing left, James Yi just happened to pick Alton Ye to the company.
“President. James Yi shouted respectfully.”
Alton Ye just changed his clothes and tailored his suit to fit Alton Ye’s perfect figure.
He has narrow waist and wide shoulders, long slender legs, and flowing silver hair scattered
on his forehead wearing a golden mask.
——
Tanya finally got into the school by taxi, and saw Milsa Ruan rushing towards herself.
“Tanya An confessed honestly, where did you go last night? Milsa Ruan asked seriously.”
Tanya suddenly panicked when she heard this.
“No… where did you go? Tanya said nervously.”
“Tanya. Milsa Ruan suddenly shouted loudly.”
“Here. Tanya An responded subconsciously.”
“You can honestly explain, where was it last night? If you don’t tell me, I won’t have your
friend. Milsa Ruan said seriously.”
Tanya slapped her face together when she heard this.
There is no need to hide Milsa Ruan. She always treats Milsa Ruan as her sister, and Milsa
Ruan treats her as her sister.
“Oh, I said it’s okay. Tanya An said with a pouting mouth.”
“Go ahead. Milsa Ruan said.”
Tanya An looked at Milsa Ruan, and told Milsa Ruan all the things that happened yesterday.
“What, Jennifer Lin, a bitch, dare to treat you like this. Milsa Ruan cursed.”
“Okay, Weiwei, I don’t want to pursue this matter anymore. Tanya An said calmly.”
“Tanya An, you are stupid, she has done this to you, you still have to swallow. Milsa Ruan
said.”

“Milsa, this time I won’t pursue it, it doesn’t mean I will send it to her next time. Tanya An said
in a deep voice.”
Milsa Ruan looked at Tanya An’s persistence, but nodded helplessly.
“Do you know the person who saved you? Milsa Ruan asked.”
“I don’t know him, but I know his name, Alton Ye. Tanya An said.”
When Milsa Ruan heard this name, how could she feel so familiar.
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“How did Milsa Ruan feel so familiar when he heard this name.
“Oh, isn’t this our school flower?” An ironic voice came into Tanya An’s ears.
Tanya An turned his head and saw Jennifer Lin, Sheila and Lorene approaching.
Jennifer Lin looked at Tanya An as if nothing had happened, and she didn’t know how much
she hated.
Milsa Ruan felt angry when he watched Jennifer Lin and the others come over.
“Tanya, were you okay last night?” Jennifer Lin asked. “
“Of course it’s fine, I’m fine.” Tanya An said calmly.
“Jennifer Lin, robbed someone else’s boyfriend, and now he still has the face to ask such
things.” Milsa Ruan said coldly.
“Milsa Ruan, don’t talk nonsense. Senior Yan likes Jennifer.” Sheila said curiously.
“Yes.” Lorene echoed.
“By the way, the day after tomorrow will be the engagement ceremony of Jennifer and Senior
Yan, you sister, don’t stop going.” Sheila said with a smile.
“Don’t worry, Tanya will definitely go there. Milsa Ruan said.
“Really, Tanya, sister really hopes to receive your blessing.” Jennifer Lin said softly.
Tanya An did not answer, but pulled Ra Milsa Ruan’s clothes.
“Let’s go.” Tanya An said.

“Yeah.” Milsa Ruan nodded.
When Milsa Ruan left, don’t forget to bump into Jennifer Lin. Jennifer Lin staggered a few
steps.
“Jennifer is okay,” Sheila asked.
“It’s okay.” Jennifer Lin said softly.
“It’s really too much, Jennifer, when you get engaged, watch me not let Tanya make a fool of
myself.” Lorene said.
Jennifer Lin only smiled faintly when he heard this.
She didn’t know how proud she was. She always wanted to frame Tanya, but she could
escape every time.
She didn’t believe it, every time she could escape from the dead, a vicious look burst into her
eyes.
On the other side, the top floor of Rockven Company.
The highest position is the owner of this company.
Dong dong dong
“Come in.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Master.” James Yi shouted respectfully.
“How’s it going?” Alton Ye raised his head and asked.
“It’s been verified that that is the boss of the Huang Group. Because there was a problem
with the Anjia company, Miss Tanya’s father was going to marry Miss Tanya to the Huang
boss, and the Huang boss used 50 million yuan as a fund. Bridegroom.” James Yi said in a
deep voice.
Snapped
Seeing Ye Alton Ye break a pen, James Yi couldn’t help swallowing.
“The Huang Group bought it directly, don’t let him die.” Alton Ye said harshly.
If you dare to bully his warmth, you are ready to endure his anger.
Hearing Alton Ye’s words, James Yi trembled all over.
“Yes, what about the Anshi Group?” James Yi asked.

When Alton Ye heard this, the middle and index fingers of his right hand tapped on the
desktop.
“Does our company cooperate with him in Longcheng?” Alton Ye asked in a deep voice.
Alton Ye asked this because there were too many people who wanted to cooperate with
Rockven Company.
“Yes, and the Heyan family, because in Svalborne, their popularity is still very high.” James
Yi said respectfully.
Alton Ye’s eyes were full of chills when he heard Yan Family.
“Cancel all cooperation with Yan Group.” Alton Ye said coldly.
“Yes, what about the Anshi Group?” James Yi asked.
“The Anshi Group is too quiet now.” Alton Ye said.
As soon as Ye heard this, he understood what Alton Ye meant.
“Subordinates understand.” James Yi said respectfully.
When the words were over, Alton Ye reached out and handed James Yi a document.
“This document has been signed, you should hurry up to make this batch of materials, there
can be no omissions.” Alton Ye said solemnly.
“Yes.” James Yi said respectfully.
After James Yi went out, Ye Ming Altonbian began to work.
When I worked for less than five minutes, the computer jumped out of a screen.
Alton Ye looked up and saw a handsome man, but it was a bit dark!
“Hi, do you miss me?” the man asked jokingly.
Alton Ye looked at the man’s teasing and looked at each other coldly.
The opponent’s scalp numb when Alton Ye looked at.
“Ahem, I have solved the problem, what should I do with this batch of goods?” the man
asked seriously.
“Very well, this batch of goods originally belonged to us, they want to swallow it, and don’t
see if they have that ability!” Alton Ye said coldly.

“Yes.” the man said.
“Okay, it’s okay. I’ll be busy now.” He said that he was about to turn off the computer.
“Hey, wait, wait.” The man stopped quickly.
“What else?” Alton Ye asked in a deep voice.
“The boss, you see that I have done everything right, can I go back.” The man rubbed his
hands and said.
Alton Ye put down the pen in his hand and touched his chin and looked at the man with
interest.
“Want to come back?” Alton Ye asked calmly.
“Hmm, look at my face and it looks like this.” The man said, pointing to his face and said.
“Then come back.” Alton Ye said calmly.
“Oh yeah, I can finally go back, and finally don’t have to stay in this place where the birds
don’t shit.” The man said crying.
Alton Ye looked at the man, raised his hand and turned off the computer directly, and
continued to work.
the other side.
Because there is no class today, Milsa Ruan and Tanya went out to hang out.
“I didn’t expect that my vision was so good that I had missed the b*stard Paul Yan, and the
bitch Jennifer Lin is not a good thing either.” Milsa Ruan kept cursing.
Tanya An turned her head and looked at Milsa Ruan helplessly.
“Milsa, you’ve been scolding all the way, are you bothering you?” Tanya An muttered.
When Milsa Ruan heard this, she turned her head and looked at Tanya An seriously.
“Tanya, are you really sad?” Milsa Ruan asked in a serious tone.
“Is sadness useful? Since he broke up with me and chose Jennifer Lin, it proves that I am
not good enough and not good enough.” Tanya An said calmly.
“Tanya, don’t say that, don’t worry, you will definitely meet the person who is really nice to
you in the future, I think it will be there soon.” Milsa Ruan comforted.

It looks like Milsa Ruan’s comforting words, but, soon, it will become true.
When Tanya An heard Milsa Ruan’s words, she couldn’t help but think of Alton Ye.
Tanya An shook her head vigorously thinking of this.
“What are you doing?” Milsa Ruan asked.
“Hehehe, I’m hungry.” Tanya An said suddenly.
Milsa Ruan’s mouth twitched when she heard this. How did she know such a friend?
Jingle Bell
The ringtone of the mobile phone brought Milsa Ruan back to reality.
“Hey, brother. Milsa Ruan shouted.
“Old girl, your brother, I’m back, come here quickly.” Ruan Qingchen said.
“Ah, what, are you back?” Milsa Ruan said happily.
Milsa Ruan has two children at home, she is the youngest, and there is also an older brother
Ruan Qingchen.

Chapter 19.
Milsa Ruan has two children at home, she is the youngest, and there is also an older brother
Ruan Qingchen.
“For this brother, Milsa Ruan admires and likes it very much.
But when Ruan Qingchen was eighteen years old, he left Longcheng alone and went to the
United States.
During this period, although Milsa Ruan also contacted him, she did not know what Ruan
Qingchen was doing.
Ruan Qingchen smiled helplessly when he heard what Milsa Ruan said.
“I’m here in Jinxianglou. Come here now.” Ruan Qingchen said spoilingly.
“Now, but I’m with Tanya now.” Milsa Ruan tangled.
When Ruan Qingchen heard Tanya An’s name, his eyes flashed.

“In this case, you come over with her.” Ruan Qingchen said with a smile.
“Well, okay, then I will tell her, hang up and see you later.” Milsa Ruan said.
“Yeah.” Ruan Qingchen nodded.
Milsa Ruan hung up the phone and turned to look at Tanya An with a smile.
“Tanya, my elder brother is back and invite us to dinner together.” Milsa Ruan said with a
smile.
“Uh, it’s not good for me to go.” Tanya An said with a pouting mouth.
“It doesn’t matter, and there are many delicious ones.” Milsa Ruan tempted.
Sure enough, Tanya An’s eyes lit up when he heard the delicious food.
Milsa Ruan knew that to deal with Tanya, he had to take out food.
After Milsa Ruan and Tanya An arrived at Jinxianglou, they let the waiter lead them into the
box.
“Please come in.” The waiter said with a smile.
“Well, you go down first, if there is something we call you.” Milsa Ruan said calmly.
“Okay.” The waiter said.
Milsa Ruan and Tanya opened the box door and saw a man sitting inside.
A boy with a faintly indifferent breath stood in the background. He lowered his head and
covered his eyebrows with broken bangs. Under the shining of the fluorescent lamp, there
was a beautiful circle of light on the top of the boy’s dark brown hair.
With stern eyes, thin and long single phoenix eyes, and under the tall bridge of the nose are
two thin lips with pride. The most striking thing is the small row of rainbow obsidian eyebrow
studs on his left brow bone.
“Brother.” Milsa Ruan shouted happily.
Before Ruan Qingchen could react, Milsa Ruan had hugged Ruan Qingchen tightly.
Tanya An looked at Milsa Ruan’s appearance, her little cherry mouth deflated.
Milsa Ruan reached out and patted Milsa Ruan’s head.
“Well, how old are you still acting like a baby!” Ruan Qingchen said with a smile.

When Milsa Ruan heard this, she stuck her tongue out mischievously at Ruan Qingchen.
“Okay, all sit down.” Master Milsa Ruan seemed to say.
“Tanya, I ordered your favorite mousse cake, sweet coconut glutinous rice cake, green sago,
summer mood, jujube mud yam cake, crystal shrimp dumplings, mango pudding.” Ruan
Qingchen introduced with a smile.
Tanya couldn’t help swallowing when hearing these foods.
All these things are what she likes to eat. No matter what they are, Tanya An can’t move as
long as she sees what she eats.
Milsa Ruan looked at Ruan Qingchen and knew Ruan Qingchen’s thoughts in her heart.
However, she will not deliberately match them up, after all, Tanya has just lost love, and she
hopes Tanya can choose.
“Brother Qingchen, you are so kind, then I’m not welcome.” Tanya An said with a smile.
After that, I have already started to solve the things on the table.
Tanya An is undoubtedly the happiest eating these things.
Milsa Ruan pouted her lips and looked at Ruan Qingchen dissatisfied.
“Brother, you are too partial, you don’t even have something I like.” Milsa Ruan complained.
“Yes, yes, isn’t this your favorite jujube mud yam cake?” As he said, he didn’t forget to pick
up a piece to Milsa Ruan.
Milsa Ruan held her forehead and looked at the stuff in Tanya’s mouth, really speechless.
“Tanya, you are a lot taller these years, and you have become more beautiful.” Milsa Ruan
said with a smile.
“Hehe, thank you Qingchen Brother.” Tanya An said sweetly.
Milsa Ruan sat there, drank the juice on the table.
And Ruan Qingchen has been watching Tanya, with unspeakable love in his eyes!
In fact, Ruan Qingchen knew Tanya An because of Milsa Ruan.
Ruan Qingchen used to video with Milsa Ruan, and Tanya An also appeared a few times
and met over time.
After Tanya had enough food and drink, she sat there and patted her swollen belly.

“Wow, so full.” Tanya An said contentedly.
“I’m full.” Ruan Qingchen asked in a nice voice.
“Yeah.” Tanya An nodded.
“Brother, have you called your parents?” Milsa Ruan asked.
“Not yet, I will go home in the evening.” Ruan Qingchen said.
“Oh.” Milsa Ruan said.
“Brother Qingchen, are you still leaving when you come back from America?” Tanya An
asked.
“Don’t leave.” Ruan Qingchen said with a smile.
“Well, Tanya, we should go back, don’t forget, we will have an exam tomorrow.” Milsa Ruan
said.
When Tanya An heard this, she stood up and patted her head.
“Why did I forget?” Tanya said in a daze.
Ruan Qingchen looked at Tanya An’s bewildered look, and smiled pettingly.
“Well, brother, let’s go first.” Milsa Ruan said.
“I’ll send you off.” Ruan Qingchen said.
“No need.” Tanya An said.
Milsa Ruan patted Tanya on the head, and then ran out.
“Ah, smelly Weiwei, you slapped me on the head again.” Then he chased me out.
Ruan Qingchen looked at the back of the two people and shook his head helplessly.
Tanya An grabbed Milsa Ruan, pouted, and looked at Milsa Ruan aggrievedly.
“I’m already stupid enough, don’t keep slapping me on the head, in case it becomes more
stupid, it will be troublesome.” Tanya An said with a flat mouth.
“Tsk tusk, don’t belittle yourself like that, and, do you remember what tomorrow is
tomorrow?” Milsa Ruan asked seriously.

Tanya tilted her head and looked at Milsa Ruan, placing her right index finger on her lips,
thinking about this issue.
Milsa Ruan held her forehead again and reached out and nodded Tanya An’s head.
“You, tomorrow is Paul Yan and Jennifer Lin’s engagement ceremony for adulterer Yin’s
wife.” Milsa Ruan said.
When Tanya An heard this, a trace of sadness flashed in his eyes.
“Tanya.” Milsa Ruan shouted.
“I know that I will go tomorrow. I want to prove to them that without them, I think I can live
better.” Tanya An said calmly.
Milsa Ruan looked at Tanya An like this and stretched out her hand to comfort Tanya An in
her arms.
“If you want to cry, cry.” Ruan Qing said.
“I don’t want to cry.” Tanya An said with a pouting mouth.
“Well, we don’t cry, I will go tomorrow too, so that they won’t let them bully you.” Milsa Ruan
said.
Tanya An left Milsa Ruan’s arms and looked at her with big watery eyes, his eyes full of
warmth!

Chapter 20.
Tanya An left Milsa Ruan’s arms and looked at her with big watery eyes, his eyes full of
warmth!
“Okay, let’s go back and prepare first.” Milsa Ruan said.
“Yeah.” Tanya An nodded.
The day passed quickly, and it was the engagement ceremony of Jennifer Lin and Paul Yan
before they knew it.
In the magnificent hall, the waitresses dressed in short skirts graciously pour water and tea
for you, and the delicious delicacies of mountains and seas all show the identity and status
of the host.
This hotel is the largest and most luxurious hotel in Longcheng, and the engagement
ceremony is held in the lobby on the first floor.

Huge crystal chandelier, well-arranged engagement scene.
On the second floor is the place where Jennifer Lin and Paul Yan take a break and dress up.
It is also extremely luxurious.
“Jennifer, you are really too beautiful today.” Sheila praised.
“Yeah, no wonder Mr. Yan likes you so much.” Lorene said enviously.
Jennifer Lin was very proud and proud when he heard their praise, but on the surface it was
very reserved.
“Where is it so exaggerated?” Jennifer Lin said shyly.
“Don’t be shy?” Sheila said with a smile.
“By the way, in a while, Tanya will come too,” Lorene said suddenly.
“Of course.” Sheila said.
“Jennifer, wait a moment to see that I will not let Tanya make a fool of myself.” Lorene said.
“That won’t happen,” Jennifer Lin said.
But Jennifer Lin didn’t know how happy she was.
“Don’t worry, apart from Milsa Ruan to help her vent her anger, who else is she, and your
father only loves you should.” Sheila said proudly.
When Jennifer Lin heard this, she deliberately pretended not to know what to say.
“Jennifer.” Juliana He shouted.
“Mom.” Jennifer Lin yelled sweetly.
“Auntie.” Sheila and Lorene shouted in unison.
“Hey, thanks for your hard work.” Juliana He said with a smile.
“How come Auntie.” Sheila said.
“Shan Shan Lorene, go and see if Tanya is here.” Jennifer Lin said.
“Yeah.” Sheila nodded.
After the two went out, Jennifer Lin turned to look at Juliana He.
“Mom.” Jennifer Lin shouted.

“Don’t be nervous, the ceremony will begin soon.” Juliana He said.
“Well, after today, I will be a well-known fiancee. I want Tanya An to know that she will never
surpass me.” Jennifer Lin said viciously.
“Well, this is Mom’s daughter.” Juliana He said.
The first floor of the hotel.
Tanya An came to the engagement scene as scheduled, looked at the magnificent hotel, and
felt that she was not Anjia’s daughter at all.
Even if every birthday is celebrated, Conner Lin will prepare a big birthday party, but she can
only eat it herself with a small cake.
Tanya An’s dress today is very beautiful, which makes people shine.
The black hair is vertical to the waist, the skin is white as snow, and the palm-sized face
looks more and more attractive against the background of the black hair.
Liu’s eyebrows are crooked, his innocent eyes are like stars in the dark night.
Wearing a pink tube top dress with a belt around his waist, he made his body more lumpy.
Although Tanya An is a minor now, her figure is not bad either!
When Sheila and Lorene saw Tanya An, they were full of jealousy!
“There are a lot of people in the lobby of the hotel, all of whom are rich or expensive.
“Oh, isn’t this Tanya An, why didn’t Milsa Ruan come with you today?” Sheila said.
They were anxious that Milsa Ruan would not come over.
“This suit shouldn’t be defective.” Lorene sneered.
Lorene’s words immediately caused the surrounding students to laugh.
Tanya An looked at them without speaking, her expression very calm.
“It seems to be true.” Sheila said with a smile.
Tanya An was alone, facing the ridicule of so many people, she was really wronged in her
heart.
Milsa Ruan hasn’t come here yet, Tanya An can only wait here!

Just when Lorene and Sheila were mocking Tanya An, the microphone on the stage rang.
“Everyone, thank you all for coming to my daughter’s engagement ceremony. I believe that
my daughter will be very happy in the future.” Conner Lin said with a smile.
When Conner Lin’s words fell, everyone in the audience applauded.
Sheila turned to look at Tanya An and laughed.
“You see, your father doesn’t have your daughter at all in his heart. He is really good for
Jennifer.” Sheila said.
Tanya looked up at Sheila fiercely.
“Who do you think you are? Sheila? Are you also Anjia’s daughter? My sister or younger
sister. It’s still not your turn to be here to tell me.” Tanya An said in a deep voice.
Sheila was stunned by Tanya An. This was the first time Tanya An spoke to her.
“you……”
Before Sheila spoke, Lorene held her head down and said a few words in Sheila’s ear.
When Sheila heard this, a smile appeared on her face.
The students around looked at Tanya An as if watching a good show.
“Well, let’s invite the heroine and the heroine to appear next.” The emcee said.
Afterwards, with the music, Jennifer Lin walked towards the stage.
A long, flowing curly hair was draped over his shoulders, and those eyelid eyes flashed with
Qiu waves that made men crazy.
Guazi’s face is covered with a light makeup, the eye shadow is just right, and the watery red
lips are s*xy and seductive.
The low-cut clothes exposed her pair of crisp breasts, and the men passing by couldn’t help
but stretch their eyes to watch.
And Paul Yan’s bright and white face, with sharply sharp edges and corners, reveals a
glamorous color; her thick eyebrows, tall nose, and beautiful lips all exaggerate nobility and
elegant.
The pure white tuxedo makes him look good.
When everyone saw the two people, they couldn’t help but admire them.

Tanya looked at the scene in front of her. At this moment, she really wanted to cry.
Jennifer Lin and Paul Yan stood on the stage, and Jennifer Lin looked at Paul Yan
affectionately.
Tanya An looked at her father with a happy smile on her face.
At this moment, Tanya An was thinking in her heart why I came to such a family.
After Paul Yan and Jennifer Lin finished speaking, the ceremony on stage ended.
Now to toast the guests, Jennifer Lin and Paul Yan have changed their clothes.
When Paul Yan saw Tanya An, his eyes lit up.
He had never seen Tanya look so beautiful before, and the clear water came out of Lotus.
Jennifer Lin looked at Paul Yan and hated Tanya An to the extreme in her heart. Even if Paul
Yan took a look at Tanya An, it could be the reason why she hated Tanya An.
She couldn’t wait to chase Tanya An out now so that she would not appear in front of Paul
Yan.

